
General Adventure Park Rules

To climb in the park you must:

🍌 Use all equipment safely and as directed

🍌 Understand all instructions and rules put in place by the park

🍌 Obey all instructions given by park monitors/guides. When in doubt, ask a park

monitor/guide

🍌 Wear close-toed shoes (this includes sneakers, hiking shoes, Crocs, or other shoes that

completely cover the toes)

🍌 Be at least 4 years old for the Mini Monkey course, at least 7 years old for Tier 1 and

ziplines, and at least 10 years old for Tiers 2 and 3*

🍌 Be between 50 lbs and 250 lbs for each tier and ziplines*

🍌 Be prepared for light exertion and have the ability to use upper body muscles and

balance; Those who have heart, leg, or spine problems, other serious conditions, are

pregnant, or those unsure of their physical ability should consult their personal physician

prior to participating

🍌 Complete a waiver prior to participating on the ropes course - Minors (those under 18)

must have a parent/guardian (18+) signature

🍌 Not carry any phones, cameras, or any other objects that may fall or distract others

🍌 Not be under the influence of drugs or alcohol before or during participation of the

course

🍌 Not smoke in the park

🍌 Not use no profanity in the park



🍌 Complete a beginner level ropes course before going to any higher level courses

🍌 Never use an element when another person is on it - one person at a time

🍌 Never have more than three people on a platform - excluding guides

🍌 Never switch from your current course to another without permission

🍌 Not use the ropes course with loose hair, clothing, or objects (such as jewelry) that could

get caught in ropes or ziplines

🍌 Carry out all objects that you bring into the park

* In addition to age and weight requirements, participants must be able to reach 50” for

Tier 1 and 70” for Tier 2 & 3

Management reserves the right to ask anyone in breach of these rules to leave the park.

During extreme and inclement weather conditions, you may be asked to evacuate.


